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For Better or for WorseColumbia University Press, 2001
The development of an American science establishment -- today an amalgam of scientists, engineers, universities, industrial laboratories, and federal science agencies -- began early in the twentieth century when the federal government began to invest in a national scientific infrastructure. During World War II this investment swelled to colossal...
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Systems Biology for Traditional Chinese MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The application of systems biology methods to Traditional Chinese Medicine


	Emphasizing the harmony of the human body with the environment, Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) has evolved over thousands of years. It is a systemic theory derived from clinical experience, the philosophy of holism and systematology, and the...
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Computational Intelligence in Data Mining - Volume 3: Proceedings of the International Conference on CIDM, 20-21 December 2014 (Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies)Springer, 2014

	The contributed volume aims to explicate and address the difficulties and challenges for the seamless integration of two core disciplines of computer science, i.e., computational intelligence and data mining. Data Mining aims at the automatic discovery of underlying non-trivial knowledge from datasets by applying intelligent analysis...
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Hack I.T.: Security Through Penetration TestingAddison Wesley, 2002
Penetration testing--in which professional, "white hat" hackers attempt to break through an organization's security defenses--has become a key defense weapon in today's information systems security arsenal. Through penetration testing, I.T. and security professionals can take action to prevent true "black hat" hackers from...
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Fallacies in MathematicsCambridge University Press, 2006

	As Dr Maxwell writes in his preface to this book, his aim has been to instruct through entertainment. 'The general theory is that a wrong idea may often be exposed more convincingly by following it to its absurd conclusion than by merely announcing the error and starting again. Thus a number of by-ways appear which, it is hoped, may amuse...
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Discovering Real Business Requirements for Software Project Success (Computing Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
Text offers a methodology for discovering and testing the real business requirements that software products must  meet in order to provide value. Presents more than 21 ways to test  business requirements and evaluate substance and content. DLC: Computer  software--Development.     

       While a...
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Research and Advanced Technology for Digital Libraries: 8th European Conference, ECDL 2004, Bath, UK, September 12-17, 2004, ProceedingsSpringer, 2004


	We are delighted lo present the ECDL 2004 Conference proceedings from the

	8th European Conference on Research and Advanced Technology for Digital Li-

	braries at the University of Bath. Bath, UK. This followed an impressive and

	geographically dispersed series of locations for previous events: Pisa (1997). ller-

	aklion (1998),...
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Programming WCF Services: Mastering WCF and the Azure AppFabric Service BusO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Programming WCF Services is the authoritative, bestselling guide to Microsoft's unified platform for developing modern service-oriented applications on Windows. Hailed as the definitive treatment of WCF, this book provides unique insight, rather than documentation, to help you learn the topics and skills you need for...
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Pharmaceutical Project Management, Second Edition (Drugs and the Pharmaceutical Sciences)Informa Healthcare, 2008


	This second edition of Pharmaceutical Project Management is published one

	decade after the first edition. What has changed over the past decade in drug

	development? Actually, a lot. The move to outsourcing has intensified and the

	successful management of relationships between sponsor and contractor is recognized

	to be a...
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Future-Proof Web DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Best practices for flexible design that meet common challenges


	The web is constantly changing and evolving with an increased range of devices, browsers, and standards that need to be considered in design. Web designers know they must stay sharp in order to keep up with the rapid pace of technology change. This much-needed...
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Handbook of Anticancer Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2014

	There are many steps on the road from discovery of an anticancer drug to securing its final approval by the Food and Drug Administration. In this thoroughly updated and expanded second edition of the Handbook of Anticancer Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics, leading investigators synthesize an invaluable overview of the experimental...
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Understanding SOA with Web Services (Independent Technology Guides)Addison Wesley, 2004
The definitive guide to using Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Web services technologies to simplify IT infrastructure and improve business agility. Renowned experts Eric Newcomer and Greg Lomow offer practical strategies and proven best practices for every facet of SOA planning and implementation. Newcomer and Lomow pick...
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